
Dear Editor 
 
I am of the opinion that the springbok tour scheduled for 1981 should be cancelled and all sporting 
contact with South Africa should cease.  This is because in South Africa there is an apartheid which is 
segregating the whites from the blacks and the rugby team that is playing rugby against us is a 
racially selected team and has no black people in it because of the whites not wanting anything to do 
with the blacks in South Africa. Black people are forced to live and work separately from whites just 
because of the colour of their skin.   I also think that having the games is not fair to the Maoris when 
the South Africans think it is wrong to be playing with a black person.  Just think back to 1970 where 
the South Africans let the Maoris be "Honorary Whites".  What an insult.  I think that we have to 
stand up for South Africa's black population because no one else will and if the games do go on you 
can expect members from organisations such as CARE (Citizen’s Association for Racial Equality) and  
HART (Halt All Racist Tours) to be there. I also do not want a mini civil war in New Zealand tearing up 
our social structure and putting New Zealand into turmoil. The Springboks have to go.  I got involved 
by handed out pamphlets to people in Queen Street in Auckland and you will not believe how much 
disrespect I was treated with and how much average people hate organisations like HART. What 
does that say about some New Zealanders?  I think that what happened at the Hamilton game on 
the 25th July 1981 was a huge win for the anti-apartheid movement because the game that was 
scheduled there was cancelled due to the protestors invading the field and all the hard work that we 
have been working towards was accomplished. I am hugely supportive to what they also want to 
achieve. I think that this was perfectly reasonable and not unjustified because not only do the 
protestors think that what the government is doing is wrong but most of the other first world 
countries think it is bad that the New Zealand government should be having anything to do with 
South Africa at its time of apartheid. I think that John Minto is doing a very great thing by leading the 
anti-tour group of HART (formed 1969) because it takes a very great man to be doing something of 
such impact and not be afraid to stand up for what you want even though it means going against the 
government which holds most of the power of New Zealand.  In the end I am against the rugby tour 
of 1981 and I think it should be stopped. "We have to stop this injustice”. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Sally White 
 
Dear Editor 
 
I'm a policeman and part of the blue squad and I am neither for or against the springbok tour but I 
am against the masses of violence spreading out between the anti-tour protestors and the rugby 
supporters causing unrest around the country. I remember at the 1st test at Wellington on August 
15th. I saw rugby supporters pelt the protestors with concrete blocks and full beer bottles almost hit 
them but one police officer stopped them.  I am of the opinion that the police are not the bad guys 
we are just trying to stop violence in our country. I personally am for the protests against the tour 
because the apartheid that is going on in South Africa is very disastrous for its population of blacks. 
But it is tearing up our country.  We police had to use force towards the protestors so that no one 
can get through and get bashed by the rugby supporters behind us showing that we are just trying to 
help the population. I was also present at the Molesworth street protest.  I highly regret having to 
baton down all of the protestors trying to force their way through but it was necessary because the 
marchers wouldn’t obey our orders and we had to stop then getting into parliament grounds.  I also 
think that it was incredibly stupid of the protestors to try and march against the police force.  I think 
that the actions the Muldoon government took supporting the tour just because it made them seem 
a very strong party was wrong because by doing that it also made it seem like NZ supports apartheid.  
I also think that we should not ban protests all together because it would be a restriction of human 
rights and also make us not seem like a free country. 
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Student 4: High Achieved 



 
Constable Evans, Blue Squad 
 
Dear Editor 
 
I am a very strong supporter for the rugby to go ahead against all of the ridiculous protests that the 
anti-tour organisations have been holding on our rugby field where we only want to see a good 
game and eat a pie.  I have been a huge supporter of rugby ever since the first tours started going to 
South Africa and I think that even though apartheid is going on in South Africa we should still have 
sporting ties towards South Africa. Maybe the Springboks can come here and see that we can live 
with Maori people ok so they can live with black people in their country too.  I also think that politics 
and rugby should not mix. For instance I went to the Hamilton game and I had to push through and 
shove a few protestors to get to buy my tickets and I saw the 350 protestors on the field.  So I 
grabbed an empty beer bottle from the grandstand and threw it at the protestors hoping to get 
them off the field so I could enjoy a good game of rugby without any of the shenanigans that the 
protestors are pulling out trying to stop a good game in progress.  And if the country gets torn up in 
the process who cares? In the end they cancelled the game.  Why let the protesters win?  There 
were just a few hundred of them, but tens of thousands who want to see the game go ahead.  It 
turned out that the game couldn’t have gone ahead anyway because they had dropped tacks all over 
the field.  Why weren’t they stopped? Who runs this country – the protesters?  I was also at the 
Auckland game where the protestors dropped the flour bombs onto the pitch.  It was unbelievable 
that a plane was able to fly over Eden Park time after time throwing flour bombs.  Someone could 
easily have been killed.  I was disgusted that people would go to that length to disrupt the game that 
our country loves.  So after the game I decided to charge the protester’s lines with my friends but 
got held back by the police and I was really annoyed. I did this because all I want is a good game of 
rugby without any politics getting in my way. I think it is really stupid that our country is being torn 
up over just a game of rugby. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Rugby supporter 
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